
   Trivia, Word, and Logic Games

 80's 90's Trivia Game
by OUTSET

ISBN: 625012133371
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Outset Media
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $13.00

Relive the glory days of Michael Jordan, Iron Maiden, Ghetto Blasters, and Nintendo. 80's 90's Trivia is a totally radical blast from the past! Categories
include movies, TV, music, sports, and culture. Contents: 220 cards, instruction sheet. Number of Players: 2+

 Anomia
by EVEREST

ISBN: 798304062885
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Anomia Press
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $21.00

Anomia: [uh-NO-mee-uh] - Noun - 1) A problem with word finding or recall. 2) Chaos. 3) The game where common knowledge becomes uncommonly
fun!Anomia plays off the fact that our minds are positively brimming with all sorts of random information; things to eat, pop songs, websites, etc... Sure,
under normal circumstances, it's easy enough to give an example of a frozen food, or a dog breed; but you will find that your brain works a little differently
under pressure!The directions are simple. Draw a card from the center pile and flip it over. Does the symbol on your card match one on another player's
card? If so, you must quickly face-off with the other player by giving an example of the person, place, or thing on their card before they can do the same for
yours. If you blurt a correct answer out first, you win their card and drawing continues. Sounds simple, right? Wrong!Wild cards allow unlike symbols to
match, increasing the number of things you must pay attention to. Cascading face-offs can occur when you hand over a lost card revealing a new top card on
your play pile. All this adds up to a high-energy, hilarious play experience where everyone is involved at all times.Easy to learn, fun to play over and over
again, Anomia will have any group of friends, family, even perfect strangers, shouting and laughing out loud as they try to beat each other to the punch!

 Blinded By Sci Trivia Game
by OUTSET

ISBN: 625012133470
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Outset Media
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $13.00

A science game for science geeks.What organelle do plant cells have that animal cells lack? What phylum do humans belong to? If you know the answers,
this trip through scientific trivia is for you!Each of the 220 cards covers a different subject and includes 3 or more questions with increasing degrees of
difficultyFor 2 or more players. Ages 13+.
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 Canadian Trivia Family Edition

by OUTSET

ISBN: 625012100151
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Outset Media
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $30.00

Canadian Trivia Family Edition is a fun and informative way for families to test their knowledge of Canada. Canadian Trivia cards have two sides full of fun
facts - one with easier questions and the other with more difficult questions, allowing families of all ages to play together.  But, don't let the name fool you,
it's not only for families...it's a great party game, game night gathering with friends, you'll see it in coffee shops, it's played at Universities and other schools
too!  This best selling board game is great for any occasion!Ages 9+. 2-8 players.

 Eye Sea Game
by AMIGO

ISBN: 853533008131
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

Are you ready to think fast?You'll need to do so in Eye Sea – probably in unexpected ways. Players flip over nine cards, then combine any two to create a
saying, phrase, movie title, word, song lyric, slogan any well-recognized combination of words. Find combinations like- 'Window Shopping', 'Eye Cather'
and 'Wall Paper'. It will take creativity and quick thinking to make a connection! From 'Party Time' to 'Baby's Got Back' to 'The Hot Seat' to 'Love Potion' it's
the game where players will love to 'Brain Storm'!Great for large gatherings and small parties. Ages ten and up.

 Quiddler
by EVEREST

ISBN: 9780963469151
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

QUIDDLER, The SHORT Word Game, is a perfect word game for all generations. Players must combine their entire hand into one or more words trying to
use the highest point value letters. QUIDDLER challenges you to do this first with three cards (round one), then with four, on up to ten cards in the last
round. There are two bonuses, one for the longest word and one for the most words. It’s easy to learn and you can use a dictionary when it is not your turn.
Check out QUIDDLER Deluxe for The QUIDDLER SHORT Word Dictionary.QUIDDLER has won 22 Best Game Awards and Recognitions!

 This That & Everything Game
by OUTSET

ISBN: 625012107969
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Outset Media
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $35.00

The fast-paced, easy-to-learn party game in which players race to describe a wide variety of famous people, things, and places for their teammates to guess
— in less than 30 seconds. If you hear the description, “Princess and movie star,” shout out, “Grace Kelly”! Or “Footwear for rainy days,” shout out,
"Rubber boots"! And if you hear descriptions like, “NYC.... Nick name.... Take a bite out of,” hurry up and shout out, “The Big Apple” because you don't
want to run out of time!For multiple players aged 13 & up.
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 Wits & Wagers Family

by North Star Games

ISBN: 892884000500
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: North Star Games
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $30.95

Trivia for People Who Don't Know Stuff!Not a trivia buff? It doesn’t matter! Each player writes a guess to a question such as “In what year did the bikini
swimsuit makes its first appearance?” or “How many feet wide is an NFL football field?” and places it face-up on the betting mat. Think you know the
answer? Bet on your guess. Think you know who the experts are? Bet on their guess. The closest answer pays out according to the odds on the betting mat.
Strike it big and you’ll be cheering like you just hit the jackpot!Wits & Wagers is a trivia game that lets you bet on anyone’s answer. So you can win by
making educated guesses, by playing the odds, or by knowing the interests of your friends. It can be taught in 2 minutes, played in 25 minutes, and
accommodates up to 20 people in teams.Wits & Wagers Game Show events are hosted by North Star Games at Origins and GenCon. These team events have
gotten great buzz from Alan Moon, Tom Vasel, and hundreds of others.

 Word Shout
by PATCH

ISBN: 093514073592
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: PlayMonster
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $13.00

You roll all 10 letter dice and the goal is to shout out a word of at least 3 letters that can be made with the dice. You cannot rearrange the dice on the table
after they are rolled. When you shout a word, you take the letter dice that make that word and put them in front of you. Play continues until no more words
can be made out of the remaining dice. The number of dice in front of you collected from the words you made is your point score for the round. If multiple
players shout the same word at the same time, the round ends and the dice are rerolled. The first player to 50 points wins.It comes with a plastic click case,
making it good for travel.
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